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My brother sam is dead chapter questions

If you are a citizen of an EU member nation, you will never use this service unless you are at least 16 years old. Stop wasting time searching for files and repairs. Connect your Gmail, Drive, Dropbox and Slack accounts and in less than 2 minutes, Dokkio will automatically organize all your attachments. Learn more and
claim your free account.   The page history was last edited by taylors@... 8 years ago, 11 months ago my brother Sam died: answering questions answered the following questions after each episode. The answers must be complete with full sentences.   My brother Sam is dead.     In this episode, we get the idea that Dad
and Sam often end up yelling at each other. Is this typical behavior in most families? Are there any reasons for that?   2. Name the Members of the McKer Family and list some adjectives describing their characters as you first see them in this episode.   3. How and why does Dad's description of Lobsterbacks differ from
Sam's description of them?   4. Compare the father's attitude and ideas about the value of freedom with Sam's approach.  Give possible explanations for this difference.   5. The mother is typical of her times and uses a known maximum and has followed the times.  Explain this: lazy hands do the devil's work.         My
brother Sam is dead, my brother Sam is dead, researching a novel- my brother Sam is dead- researching a novel to illustrate a scene from the episode and then make connections to the novel.                                                                 My brother Sam is dead.     Why do you think people like Tom Wharoff can work for
both the Patriots and the Tories? What do you think of people who enjoy both sides of a conflict?         My brother Sam is dead, researching novel my brother Sam is dead- researching a novel illustrate a scene from the episode and then making connections to the novel.                              
                                                                                               My brother Sam is dead.    How did time manage to keep his mind out of his troubles?   3. List the reasons Tim created to explain his father's absence.   4. Give reasons why you agree or disagree with this statement: The best way to meet known fear is to act
naturally and try your best to turn the situation in your favor.   5. Tim's action in this episode clearly shows the difference between these two brothers. What is this           My brother Sam died- research novel my brother Sam died- research novel my brother Sam died- research novel my brother Sam died- research a novel
to illustrate a scene from the episode and then make connections to the novel.                                                                                                                                                              Pretend you're Tim. If you saw your brother arrested for cattle theft, what would you write in a letter to General Parsons to convince him to let
him go? Write a letter to General Parsons explaining Sam's innocence. Present your reasons clearly.                   My brother Sam is dead.     Three other men were due to be sentenced at the same time.  What were their transgressances and penalties?   2. Why does Mom drink so much rum?   3. What were the main
problems in Sam's defense?   4. Why was the rate being hung and Sam shot?   5. Mom's instincts make her seek refuge in prayer for the second time.  Women are often attributed to having a sense of awareness (intuition) about unknown things that have happened or will happen. What must have felt that happened
during her first resort for prayer? What do you think she feels like she knows now?         My brother Sam is dead.    Earlier in the book, the father said, in war the dead pay the duties of the living.  Mom repeats it later and Tim finishes the book with this idea, but adds that they paid us well and wonders if there could have
been a better way. A: What are life's obligations? B. Do father and Sam pay life's debts? C. Does war have to be the price of freedom?     My brother Sam is dead, cutting-edge research illustrates a scene from the episode and then makes connections to the novel.                 
                                                                                                                                            My brother Sam is dead- Roman Research My brother Sam is dead: Response questions answer each of the following questions thoroughly and thoughtly.  Be sure to support your answers with reasons and quotes.  Leave a space
between each question and evidence for a small group discussion. This assignment must be completed in final draft format!!! Chapter 1 Explain Mr. McKer's Statement: You May Know Sam, but I know a war. Chapter 2 explains the statements Mr. McKer says, but you never get rid of wrongdoing by fighting and Sam
says, either we're going to be free or we're not.  How is Mr. Packer's comment an argument against war?  How is Sam's comment an argument for war?  Who do you agree with?  Why? Chapter 3 How would you explain Tim's statement, it made me wonder how war is going to make us freer if you can't read any paper
you want anymore.  What does that tell you about war and revolution in general? Chapter 4 Tim said, ... Anyone who joined the army to fight can't be a coward.  Do you agree or disagree?  Why? Chapter 5 Why do you think people like Tom Wharoff can work for both the Patriots and the Tories?  What do you think of
people who enjoy both sides of a conflict? Chapter 6 What was the message in the letter?  Why did Mr. Herron send it?  What does this tell you about communication during this time period? Chapter 7 How did the war affect Tim's family (think beyond physical influences)? Chapter 8 What did Tim really think of the war? 
Has he already made up his mind which side he was on? Chapter 9, what do you think happened to Mr. McKer?  What effect would that have on Tim? Chapter 10 explained Tim's statement: I still didn't understand what he was fighting for.  I think we were free the whole time. Chapter 11 Mrs. McKer begs Sam to come
home after his father's death.  Sam refuses. Tim says he understands his brother will never leave the army because he thinks he's part of something big.  Explain what Tim means by something big. Chapter 12 Explain the statement: In war the dead pay the debts for a living. Chapter 13 Patrick Henry, a famous patriot,
said, give me freedom or give me death! How would his words inspire soldiers like Sam? Chapter 14 What was the irony of Sam's execution?  How does that resemble the irony of what happened to Mr. McKer? I'll even make your reaction to the statement, but somehow, even 50 years later, I keep thinking there might
have been another way, other than war, to get the same ending.  Do you think Arav could have become a nation without the War of Independence?   This collection of chapter questions for my brother Sam Dead focuses on the literary aspects of the novel, especially when it comes to the changes and conflicts facing the
protagonist, Timothy McKer. He also follows how Tim perceives the big brother he so admires and the country in the war that took his brother and changed his life so dramatically. Page numbers and answers are synchronized with the paperback version of the novel. Chapters 1 through 5 Episode 1 Where does Sam
come from when he gets home? Sam was at yale school. Who Captain Benedict Arnold? Benedict Arnold is the captain of Sam's company. What's Sam's real reason for going home? (p. 17) He should ask Brown-Bass, Dad's gun. Why are Sam and Dad arguing? (pp. 20-21) Because Sam wants the gun, Dad says no,
and he's afraid his son will be killed in the war. Chapter Two What excuse does Tim give his father so he can visit Sam at Tom Wharoff's house? (p31) Tim says he's going to help Jerry carry a big log from the wooden cave. How does Sam ask Sea to help out at the sal salva while he's out? (p35) Sam wants Tim to keep
an eye on the ear for talk of the British Army's plans, as well as learning who is loyal to which side. Chapter Three What does Tim expect from the war in the summer of 1775 and what really happens? (p. 38) He thinks war will differentiate life, but instead it's just normal. Why is it illegal to get a copy of Rivingston's paper
from Warflanks? (p. 39) It was a Tory newspaper. Why is Betsy Reed lingering in a salva when she stops shopping? (p. 41) She wants to listen to talk about the war or the news about Sam Chapter 4. What do the continental soldiers want from Tim's father? They want his gun, but Mr. McKer doesn't have it anymore.



What does Tim do to try to help his parents while they're being cared for by the soldiers? (p. 52) He flees the inn looking for Sam in Tom Wharoff's hut. Why doesn't Sam yell for Tim to stop running while he chases him back to the inn? (p. 54) He does not want to warn anyone about his presence. When Tim turns to Sam,
why is he crying? (p. 56) Tim is overwhelmed with emotion: he is afraid of what might happen to his parents in the sal salva, he expects to visit his brother, but now he must fight him to protect his family, and he is torn by his loyalty. Why can't Sam help Tim and his parents again? (p. 58) If he turns out, he could be
hanged as a deserter. Why is Sam running away? (p. 60) As Tim and Sam approach, Dad walks out the back door with dried blood on his face from the stench. Sam's running away because he stole Brown Bass from Dad. If he had stayed, Dad would have taken the gun from Sam Chapter 5 Why would guns have been
so important to the people of Reading? (p. 62) Guns were valuable because they helped prevent the wolves from eating the flock and they provided general protection. Why is Tim jealous of Sam? (p. 64) Tim thinks Sam is brave and mature for taking part in the war, which Tim thinks is a glorious task. He admires Sam's
agileness with the gun as much as he once admired the way Sam milks a cow. He's jealous of his big brother, but he obviously loves him, too. What's the real reason for Mr. Herron's visit? How did Dad react? How did Tim react? (pp. 68-70) He wants Tim to go to Fairfield to deliver him business letters. Father Against
Tim going because he's been involuntarily donating a drug to the war. Tim, however, is angry with his father because he wants a chance to do something brave and earn some form of fame for his contribution. Chapter 6 How does Tim plan a way to deliver a note to Fairfield to Mr. Herron? (p. 76) He tells his father he's
going fishing again. Why does Betsy want to intercept the letter Tim has to deliver? Betsy thinks Mr. Herron asked Mottim to deliver a spy report that might have something to do with Sam's extension. What does the letter say? (p. 84) If the message is received then the messenger is reliable. Chapter Seven What items
are in short supply while the war continues until the summer of 1776? (p. 86) Food is in short supply, as is pollen and fired for guns, cloth, and leather. Why does Dad insist that Mom not respond to Sam's letters? (p. 87) He doesn't want Mom to encourage Sam's rebellious nature. Why does Dad go to Warflanks Point
every year? (p. 89) A father sells farm animals such as pigs and cattle so he can afford to purchase items they need to run the sal salva. Who are the six men approaching Father and Tim on the way to Warflanks Point? (p. 93) known as cow children, they claim to be patriots, but in truth they are thieves. How do Tim and
his father escape the cow kids? (p. 98) Cow boys are persecuted by a group of loyal horsemen. Chapter 8 How do Platts live among the rebels and the nachmans? (p. 101) Loyalists and rebels live in open warfare with each other. People have been tar and feathers, houses have been burned, and animals are being
slaughtered. What dilemma does Dad face on the way home from Warflanks Point? (p. 108) He wants to avoid the way they met the cow boys on the way up, but a blizzard is approaching and the detour will delay them for another half a day. Chapter 9 Why is Dad riding in front of Tim and the bulls on the way home? (p.
114) Dad rides forward as a scout, so if the cow boys approach, he'll have time to ride back to Tim and find them a hiding place before the cow girls can harass them on the road. Why did Tim get nervous on the way home from Warflanks Point? (p. 116) He begins to realize that it has been a while since Dad returned to
him. What happened to Dad? (p119) Tim locates Gray's horseshoe prints in the snow back to where the helicopters are along the road. In the snow, Tim can clearly see the marks of many horseshoe prints that are going to lead into the Hemlock Grove and away from this place on the road. Tim concludes that the cow
boys waited to ambush dad and then took him somewhere. How do Tim outs pick up on the cow boys who arrested him on his way home? (p. 123) He acts as if he expects a great escort and says that his father warned him to lie flat when the shooting began. Chapter Ten what? Biggest change in Tim's life? (p. 132) The
biggest change in Tim's life is his approach to working in a sal salva. He no longer complains about chores or stalls to do what needs to be done. Instead, he willingly accepts the responsibility of running the salva with his mother. In the spring of 1777, what changes in war? (p. 136) British soldiers march into Reading and
camp. What happens to the rebel messenger who rides into town? (p. 141) Turning his horse to flee Reading, he was shot and shot by British soldiers. What did Tim up when he ran down the road to get a doctor? (p. 144) Tim watches british soldiers fire at Captain Starr's house, smash the door, and tear the head off
Ned, Samuel Smith's servant. What does Tim conclude as he continues on his way to find Dr. Hubert? (p. 145) After witnessing the manner in which the British dragged Jerry Sanford, shot the rebel emissary on the road, and then attacked Captain Starr's house, Tim thinks he no longer feels like a Tory. Chapter 11 Who
approaches Reading after the British have left? (p. 151) Continental er army forces march into Reading. What does Tim find out about Sam by the end of the episode? How does that change Tim's attitude towards his brother? (pp. 162-163) Tim thinks Sam isn't really committed to staying in the military, only that he wants
to stay in the military because he thinks what he's doing is important. Tim's attitude changes because he feels he understands something better than Sam, which makes Tim feel more equal to his brother instead of his younger brother. Chapter 12 What does Tim and Mom discover in June 1777? (p. 164) Father is dead.
He died of coronation on a prison ship and his body is buried somewhere on Long Island. How did Betsy Reid's attitude about war change from the beginning of the affair? (p. 167) At first, Betsy supported the rebels' cause and hoped they would win. By the end of the novel, she just hopes the war will be over soon. What
does Tim hope to do with the eight cows they have left? What does Sam advise him to do with the cattle? (p. 170) T_im want to sell the cows to a British buffet in White Plains because the British can pay with real money, unlike the Continental Army. Sam advises Tim to slaughter the cows and hide the meat before the
beef stolen._How can Sam get to town every week or 10 days? (p. 177) Because he knew his way around Reading, Colonel Parsons uses Sam as a courier. Why is General Putnam so rigid? (p. 178) He wants the Continental Army to make a good impression with the population, so if that means hanging everyone who
steals, he will do so to make an example of them. Chapter 13 How does Colonel Parsons react when Ty tells him about the accusation against Sam? (p. 185) Colonel Parsons doesn't seem to care. Whether Sam's innocent or guilty. Either way, Tim learns that it will be up to General Putnam to decide Sam's fate. What
dilemma does Sam face according to the accusation? (p. 188) The two men who turned Sam in claim he stole the cattle. Sam was supposed to be on duty at Bette's house, so if he wasn't at his station he could be considered a deserter. When Tim finally comes to see General Putnam, how does the general respond to
Tim's begging? (p. 196) The general says he will consider Sam's case and punishment. Chapter 14, what is General Putnam's final decision on Sam's case? (p. 199) He refuses a request for clemency. What's Tim's plan to help Sam before his execution? (p. 205) Tim's plan is to throw the handlebars into the compound
where Sam is being held so he can fight his way out and escape. When Tim returns to look into the medellation, what does he find out? (p. 206) Tim discovers that there is no one left in stock. The prisoners have already been transferred. These chapter questions for my brother Sam is dead will help you review for exams
or simply review a chapter after reading. Quizzing yourself on these chapter questions will help you retrieve information or start a discussion or essay on key topics what the novel is. Collier Resources article, James Lincoln and Christopher Collier. My brother Sam is dead. School: New York, 1974. Image Sources
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